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flexible substrates, and novel form factors. Advances in neuroimplantable form
factors and fabrication methods have at
present permitted long-term recording of
up to years at a time.[10–12] Accompanying
improvements in fabrication have resulted
in a series of medical devices approved
by the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for a range of diseases.[7,13–17]
The development of systems for neural
interfacing have spanned nearly a 100
years and have included recording electrodes,[18] neural stimulation,[19] and
transcranial drug delivery,[6] as shown in
Figure 1. Technology to record signals
from the human brain has been in existence since the 1930s, with the advent of
the noninvasive electroencephalography
(EEG)[3,20] and the transcranial electrocorticography (ECoG).[8,21,22] This was soon
followed by the development of a penetrating medium-depth microwire electrode
array.[18] The first tests of microwire arrays
in cell culture occurred in 1972, using
myocytes from embryonic chicks.[23] Over
the following two decades, the advancement of novel materials and fabrication strategies lowered costs and thereby
reduced the barrier-to-entry into the field of neuroimplantables for a greater number of research labs.[23] Micromachined
silicon-based shanks forming an array of rigid penetrating electrodes emerged in the early 1990s, notably those developed at
the University of Michigan (1971)[24] and at the University of
Utah (1992).[18,25] These new designs helped to revolutionize the
field and provide new standards for neural interfacing research
due to their high density of recording, durability, and relative
biocompatibility, especially as a result of pore-free coatings
such as parylene.[26] Building on top of these designs, the last
few decades have seen a wide assortment of new conformable
recording modalities, including polymer-based electrodes,[27]
conducting nanostructures,[3] and wireless sensing tools such
as neural dust.[1,28]
In parallel, implantable devices for augmenting brain function have permitted electrical and chemical modulation of the
brain with increasing fidelity. Though electrical stimulation of
the brain has been demonstrated in clinical practice since the
1930s for cases of epilepsy, it was not until 1947 that deeper electrical stimulation of subcortical regions became possible.[29] In
patients with motor disorders, it was noted that lower frequency
stimulation of particular areas could exacerbate symptoms,

The past two decades have seen unprecedented progress in the development
of novel materials, form factors, and functionalities in neuroimplantable
technologies, including electrocorticography (ECoG) systems, multielectrode
arrays (MEAs), Stentrode, and deep brain probes. The key considerations for
the development of such devices intended for acute implantation and chronic
use, from the perspective of biocompatible hybrid materials incorporation,
conformable device design, implantation procedures, and mechanical and
biological risk factors, are highlighted. These topics are connected with the
role that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) plays in its regulation
of neuroimplantable technologies based on the above parameters. Existing
neuroimplantable devices and efforts to improve their materials and
implantation protocols are first discussed in detail. The effects of device
implantation with regards to biocompatibility and brain heterogeneity are
then explored. Topics examined include brain-specific risk factors, such as
bacterial infection, tissue scarring, inflammation, and vasculature damage,
as well as efforts to manage these dangers through emerging hybrid,
bioelectronic device architectures. The current challenges of gaining clinical
approval by the FDA—in particular, with regards to biological, mechanical,
and materials risk factors—are summarized. The available regulatory
pathways to accelerate next-generation neuroimplantable devices to market
are then discussed.

1. Introduction
Neuroimplantable devices span a wide range of tools used for
recording brain activity,[1] stimulating neural networks,[2,3] chemosensing,[3,4] optical sensing,[5] and pinpoint drug delivery
with high spatial precision.[6] In the last 50 years, neuroimplantable devices have been capable of recording action potentials from the brains of model organisms[7] and humans.[8]
Initially, these experiments only involved single channel
recording for short periods of time, typically on the order of
hours.[9] However, revolutionary progress in materials science
has enabled the creation of biocompatible, chronic neuroimplantable devices, partially through conformable mechanics,
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while higher frequencies could reduce symptoms, though most
experimentation with stereotactic surgery was for the purpose
of ablation.[19,30] In patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), the
subthalamic nucleus (STN), now the main target for deep brain
stimulation (DBS), was identified as one such area.[19] With the
introduction of the dopamine precursor levodopa in 1968, deep
probe implantation for DBS became less common.[31]
Additionally, a public campaign against the use of stereotactic surgery for brain stimulation waned and nearly faded into
obsolescence.[31] The rebirth of brain augmentation therapies
occurred in parallel with the introduction of the first implantable pacemakers by Medtronic, followed by similar neurostimulators for a variety of brain diseases.[29] This resulted in the
eventual approval of clinical DBS therapy for PD in 2002[29,32]
and for epilepsy in 2018.[33] In the last few years, new tools have
appeared which have furthered our ability to interact with the
human brain, including through optogenetics[5,34] and drug
infusion.[6,35] These tools have been further enhanced through
incorporation of flexible substrates which have reduced the
damage to neural tissue.[36] These new developments are
opening new frontiers for augmenting brain function, elucidating pathways to the treatment of disease and broadening our
understanding of neural circuitry.
Despite the emergence of novel tools for neural interfacing,
FDA clearance remains a sparsely covered topic in most
academic studies of neuroimplantable devices. The FDA considers several main factors in their decision to clear a neuroimplantable device for clinical trials and, thereafter, commercial use. Four integral features especially help a device through
the FDA approval process: i) materials choices, ii) form factor,
iii) functionality, and iv) implantation procedure. If these features of the device closely match those of previously approved
designs, as was the case with the Blackrock Microsystems
NeuroPort Microelectrode Array (MEA) System,[13] the Accupoint Electrode,[14] the RTI Surgical, Inc., Nerve Monitoring
Cable System,[15] and the Longeviti PMMA Static Cranial
Implant,[16] then the process is markedly smoother. Neural
interfaces employing well-known, empirically established
material choices, form factors, functionalities, and implantation procedures are better equipped to transition to the clinical
phase.[37]

2. Materials Engineering as a Determinant
of Risk Factors and FDA Clearance
Material choices are notably important for FDA approval as
they directly affect biocompatibility, toxicity, and long-term
histological effects in the brain.[38,39] Furthermore, since
neural tissue has a soft consistency with an elastic modulus
in the range of 0.4–15 kPa,[40–45] interfacing to the brain with
nonbiological materials like platinum (≈250 MPa) and silicon
(≈200 GPa) creates a huge mismatch in mechanical properties,
leading to adverse foreign body responses, such as tissue scarring and motion-related damage to chronic implants.[46,47] The
FDA has specifically defined guidelines which are relevant to
the biocompatibility of materials used in medical devices.[38]
Certain materials have an extensive list of approved predicates, which may be considered evidence of safety in de novo
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devices. Examples of approved predicate materials include silicon, parylene-C, polydimethylsiloxone (PDMS), platinum, and
iridium.[48]
In addition to these materials, many novel coatings have
been tested to reduce the foreign body response, especially glial
scarring, occurring at neural interfacing sites in vivo. Since glial
scarring develops at least in part due to the micromotions of
relatively stiff implanted components with respect to soft brain
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Figure 1. A timeline of developments in brain-interfacing technologies, highlighting their first recorded uses in research. 1) Noninvasive electroencephalography (EEG) which permits recording with nonpenetrating leads. 2) Invasive electrocorticography (ECoG) which allows for transcranial recording with nonpenetrating leads placed above or below the dura. 3) Implanted penetrating probes for deep brain stimulation (DBS).
4) Multielectrode arrays (MEA) consisting of high numbers of penetrating electrodes permitting recording from a larger region of the cortex. 5) Optogenetics for the activation of neural networks using light from penetrating electrodes. 6) Miniaturized neural drug delivery systems (MiNDS) for precise
delivery of therapeutics into deep brain regions.

tissue, researchers have coated rigid, silicon-based devices
(≈200 GPa modulus) with polyethylene glycol dimethylacrylate
(PEG-DMA) (≈15 kPa) in order to dampen local strain fields.[49]
Their results indicate that hydrogel coatings on rigid probes
can improve biocompatibility and reduce the effects of micromotions. In another case, Matrigel, dexamethasone (DEX),
nerve growth factor (NGF), and brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF) were used to coat a parylene and platinumbased probe, resulting in a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
which improved device functionality.[50] Researchers have also
demonstrated the feasibility of creating insertion shuttles made
of bioresorbable polymers, such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), to reduce glial scarring during implantation of rigid probes.[51] For polymer-based
probes, such as those coasted parylene-C as the substrate material, that are too flexible to be implanted directly into the brain,
silk coatings have been used during implantation to act as a
temporary stiffening agent which dissolves in the brain afterward.[52] Another study showed that coatings made of extracellular matrix (ECM) hydrogels, such as collagen and fibronectin,
improve chronic biocompatibility of subdural ECoG arrays.[53]
While coatings can improve the biocompatibility and signalto-noise ratio of a neuroimplantable device, neural foreign body
response hinges more crucially on the form factor and material
choices for a neuroimplantable device. Figure 2 summarizes the
existing state of neuroimplantable devices, where each device is
depicted with its target region in the brain, along with its form
factor and materials choices. It shows representative examples of
FDA-approved devices as well as several devices that are still in
the research phase. FDA-approved, commercial neuroimplantable
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devices—such as the Utah array[54] and DBS probes[32,33]—have
been proven as viable for chronic implantation in the human
brain. Neural interfaces reported in academic literature that are
similar to FDA-approved devices, yet offer additional functionalities and novel form factors—such as conformability, drug
delivery, and bioresorbability—have yet to commence clinical
trials. The following section will explore the materials used in
such devices of various forms and functionalities, organized by
implantation procedure, and specifically penetration depth.

2.1. Electrocorticography Arrays
Neuroimplantable devices with the least intracranial penetration are known as ECoG arrays. Figure 3 exhibits the various
FDA-approved ECoG arrays and noncommercial, researchphase ECoG arrays. The following section outlines the evolution
of subdural ECoG arrays, as well as current research progress
in advancing ECoG to include mechanically adaptive and bioresorbable form factors and better functionality in terms of lower
electrode impedance and higher charge injection capacity,
signal-to-noise ratio, and signal coherence.

2.1.1. FDA-Approved ECoG Arrays
Electrocorticography has been explored by researchers for
several decades, led along mostly by an effort to demystify the onset, progression, and treatment of epilepsy. The
very first electrocorticogram was demonstrated by Foerster
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Figure 2. A summary of neuroimplantable devices, including FDA-approved devices, labeled “FDA Precedent,” recent progress in academic literature, labeled “Academia,” and commercially available probes for nonhuman research purposes, labeled with the company name, such as “Synchron”
or “NeuroPixels.” Probe Types: Devices are organized by depth of penetration into the brain: subdural ECoG arrays, shallow probes, endovascular
probes, depth probes, and neural dust, which is for the peripheral nervous system. For each type of probe, one FDA precedent and a few researchphase advancements are shown. Each of the probes is shown penetrating into its target region on the cross section of the human skull, brain, and
cerebral vasculature. Additionally, the sciatic nerve in the hip-leg area is depicted to show the placement of neural dust. Probe constituent materials are
noted with callouts. Material Types: The rectangular shape indicates electrode or photonic material; the pill shape indicates encapsulation, insulation,
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Figure 3. A summary of subdural ECoG arrays made of various materials and representing different functionalities. a) Standard commercial ECoG array
by Ad-Tech, Inc. compared to a micro-ECoG array by the same company. High-density micro-ECoG arrays are currently being evaluated for viability in
clinical trials.[64] Adapted with permission.[65] Copyright 2009, IEEE. b,c) Conformable micro-ECoG array shown laminated to a curvilinear surface in (b)
and unfolding and self-expanding onto the cortical surface of a rat brain in (c). Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY-NC license.[56] Copyright 2018,
the Authors. Published by Wiley. d,e) Bioresorbable monocrystalline silicon nanomembrane micro-ECoG array and multiplexers (d) shown dissolving
in an accelerated fashion in pH 12 buffer solution (e). Adapted with permission.[57] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. f) Conformable ECoG array made
with dissolvable silk fibroin film. Top left: Undissolved silk fibroin layer under solid substrate. Top right: Dissolved silk fibroin layer under solid substrate. Bottom: Dissolved silk fibroin layer under mesh substrate. Adapted with permission.[66] Copyright 2010, Springer Nature. g) Platinum-coated
PEDOT:pTS electrodes (dark) and bare platinum electrodes (light) in a multimaterial array for comparison of material performance and stability for
cortical stimulation. Adapted with permission.[67] Copyright 2013, IOP Publishing Ltd.

and Altenburger in 1935.[21] Thereafter, one of the first subdural ECoG array devices was made by Jasper and Penfield in
1949.[68] They used eight electrodes, each consisting of a flexible
silver wire with a fused ball tip. The electrode wires were encapsulated in a plastic varnish. After a craniotomy, the electrodes
were mounted directly onto a normal human cerebral cortex in
order to analyze signals from the precentral gyrus, in vivo.
Since that landmark study, a few commercial ECoG devices
have been approved by the FDA for subchronic implantation

for presurgical diagnosis of epilepsy.[55,69–71] One such device
(Ad-Tech Inc.), depicted in Figure 2a, comprises of a grid of 32
disc-shaped 3 or 4 mm diameter platinum (or stainless steel)
electrodes spaced 10 mm apart and encapsulated in silicone
rubber.[55,65] Though ECoG is implanted through a procedure
requiring an invasive craniotomy, it remains preferred over EEG/
MEG and MRI for epileptic patients, due to its empirical reliability
in localized identification of epileptogenic brain tissue and mapping of primary brain functions for guidance during surgery.[72]

dielectric, or coating material; and the hexagonal shape indicates substrate or foundational material. In vivo trials: The animal icons next to each device
name indicate the most recent in vivo trials (rodent, sheep, and nonhuman primate preclinical, and human clinical) in which the device has been tested.
The Stentrode’s sheep to human animal label indicates that the device is currently transitioning from preclinical trials with sheep to clinical trials with
humans. ECoG Array: The subdural ECoG array is represented by a) Ad-Tech’s commercial ECoG array,[55] b) a high-density conformable ECoG array,[56]
and c) a high-density, bioresorbable, multiplexed ECoG array.[57] Shallow Probe: The shallow probe is represented by d) BlackRock Microsystems’ Utah
array,[13] e) a flexible microwire array,[10] and f) a biomaterial-based intracortical probe.[58] Endovascular Probe: The endovascular probe is represented
by its only existing device, which is currently undergoing preparation to start clinical trials, g) the Stentrode.[59] Depth Probe: The depth probe is represented by h) Medtronic, Inc.’s standard, FDA-approved deep brain stimulation probe,[32,33] i) an ultrahigh density Michigan-style NeuroPixels probe,[60]
j) a miniaturized neural drug delivery system (MiNDS),[6] k) a syringe-injectable mesh electrode array,[61] l) a seamless, wireless optoelectronics platform,[62] and m) multimodal thermally drawn fibers.[63] Neural Dust: Neural dust is represented by its only manifestation, in the peripheral nervous
system, with n) an ultrasonic wireless mote.[28] Abbreviations: Pt: platinum, Ir: iridium, Au: gold, W: tungsten, Si: silicon, Mo: molybdenum, Cu: copper,
Sn: tin, IrOx: iridium oxide, TiN: titanium nitride, SiO2: silicon dioxide, Sixπy: SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2: silicon dioxide/silicon nitride/silicon dioxide, Si NM:
monocrystalline silicon nanomembrane, SS: stainless steel, Ni–Cr–Al: nickel–chrome–aluminum alloy, BS: borosilicate, np–Pt: nanoporous platinum,
Au–TiO2 NWs: gold-coated titanium dioxide nanowires, µ-ILED: micro inorganic light-emitting diode, Nitinol: nitinol, Par-C: parylene-C, PI: polyimide,
PUR: polyurethane, Epx: epoxy, Col: collagen, Sil-Rubber: silicone rubber, PDMS: polydimethylsiloxane, SU-8: SU-8 epoxy, PLGA: poly(lactic-co-glycolic)
acid, CPE: chlorinated polyethylene, COC: cyclic olefin copolymer, PEI: polyethylenimine. Figure not to scale.
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The next wave of ECoG devices making their way to clinical
trials largely encompasses advancements toward smaller electrode sizes, higher electrode density (smaller interelectrode
distances), and lower electrode impedance. For example, a
“micro-ECoG” grid (Ad-Tech, Inc.) consisting of 16 electrodes
with 1.5 mm diameter, and spaced 4 mm apart, is shown in
Figure 3a alongside a standard-size Ad-Tech ECoG array after
implantation into the human skull. Such high-density, microECoG arrays are being evaluated in clinical trials.[64] The
standard-size and micro-ECoG array use the same materials.
Preliminary studies have shown, however, that the microECoG array provides sufficient spatio-temporal resolution, as
well as signal integrity and intersignal coherence comparable
to standard ECoG, to achieve high accuracy for identification
of individual finger movements.[65] This study suggests that
smaller form factors of ECoG could serve as a potentially viable
replacement for traditionally larger ECoG arrays.
To manufacture such commercial ECoG devices, each
platinum or stainless steel electrode contact is spot-welded
onto microwires of the same material, which are insulated
in silicone rubber formed by injection molding.[72] This fabrication technique works for a minimum interelectrode
distance of 3 mm. Due to their use of relatively large, thick
platinum electrodes packed in high density on PDMS, commercial ECoG devices lack the conformability required for
intimate contact to the highly irregular, curvilinear surface
of the cortex. To create ECoG arrays with higher resolution
of electrophysiological recording and greater conformability,
different fabrication techniques are required. For example,
directly embedding microwires in silicone rubber allows for
higher-density ECoG measurements but at the sacrifice of
conformability. This is because the microwires, rather than
the silicone rubber, begin to dominate the mechanical stiffness (Young’s modulus) of the device. To create high-density
ECoG electrodes without sacrificing conformability, microfabrication techniques such as physical vapor deposition of metal
films with nanometer-scale thickness and photolithography,
reactive ion etching, and transfer printing of micrometerscale features, are quite useful.[46,48,72,73] Specifically, transfer
printing allows for the transfer of sub-micrometer thickness,
high-modulus metal films onto flexible substrates such as
polyimide, parylene-C, and PDMS, making it an invaluable
method for creating miniaturized, conformable neuroimplantable devices.[74–77]

2.1.2. Nonclinically Approved ECoG Arrays
Using microfabrication, noncommercial ECoG devices have
now progressed to flexible, stretchable form factors and higher
electrode density with grids thinner than 100 µm and with
interelectrode distances of 200 µm or less, while retaining
the ability to conform seamlessly to the surface of the cortex.
Researchers have demonstrated a 32-electrode array made of
Au–TiO2 nanowire conductors that are embedded in PDMS,
except at the contact sites (50 × 50 µm wide, 7 µm deep, 200 µm
interelectrode distance), which are electroplated with a thin
layer of platinum.[56] The final device is depicted in Figure 2b
and shown in Figure 3b. At 80 µm thickness, it can i) bend and
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fold onto itself, as shown in Figure 3c, for insertion through
a craniotomy window 30% narrower than its size, ii) establish conformal contact onto the pial cortical surface, and iii)
remain chronically implanted and functional for at least three
months. While the choice of PDMS as encapsulation material
follows the examples of commercial ECoG devices,[55] the specific choice of Au-coated TiO2 nanowires for electrode material
allows for improved long-term electromechanical stability (after
1000 strain cycles of 100% strain), ease of use, biological benignity, high electrode density, low impedance (10 kΩ at 1 kHz in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)), and high areal capacitance
(2.7 mC cm−2).[56]
Microfabrication techniques have also paved the way for the
creation of bioresorbable, conformable ECoG devices.[47,57,78]
Since these devices can be absorbed by body, namely in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), without any harmful biological effects,
they reduce the risks and complications associated with the
additional surgery required to remove standard ECoG devices
from the brain. For instance, standard devices may adhere to
cortical tissue due to an inflammatory response evoking glial
agglomeration.[3,46] This phenomenon greatly increases the
danger associated with removing devices from the cortical
surfaces, but it can be abetted by a bioresorbable form factor.
Researchers have demonstrated one such active bioresorbable
device, which is depicted in Figure 2c and shown in Figure 3d,
whose 64 electrodes are made with monocrystalline silicon
nanomembranes (Si NMs).[57] Upon immersion in biofluids, Si
NMs undergo hydrolysis, releasing biocompatible byproducts
such as silicic acid. The 300 nm thick phosphorous-doped Si
NM electrodes (dissolution rate: 11 nm d−1 in 37 °C, pH 7.4
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF)) are shielded from biofluids
and tissue with an interlayer of 100 nm thick SiO2 (8.2 nm d−1),
and encapsulated in 30 µm thick PLGA (8.2 nm d−1).
The Si NMs, in addition to Mo, SiO2, and SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2,
serve as the material for backplane electronics, such as the 128
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs),
required for active multiplexing of the electrodes. In vitro accelerated testing showed that the bioresorbable devices in pH 12
PBS dissolved almost entirely after 60 h, as shown in Figure 3e.
The devices were also implanted chronically and preserved
functionality for 33 d in mice, in vivo, after which they had
hydrolyzed seamlessly into the cerebrospinal fluid. Importantly,
biocompatibility tests have demonstrated that the bioresorbable
ECoG device exhibits a smaller scale of microglial activation as
compared to a commercially available Ad-Tech device described
in Section 2.1.1. Such studies demonstrate that bioresorbable
microscale ECoG devices have the potential to assume
the functionality of traditional ECoG systems in a thinner,
more conformable, and biologically inert form factor, due to
the precision allowed by its fabrication technique, namely
microfabrication of biocompatible thin films.
A similar study explored the use of silk fibroin to create dissolvable substrates to create ultrathin ECoG devices.[66] Although
this device is not wholly bioresorbable, its substrate, silk fibroin,
can dissolve over time upon exposure to water or water-based
fluid, including cerebrospinal fluid. This microfabricated
device allows for intimate, conformal contact between ultrathin
electronics on PI mesh substrates (≈ 2.5 µm) and curvilinear
surfaces inside the body. Microfabrication of thin films
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Figure 4. A summary of shallow, penetrating probes of various form factors. a) Commercial Utah microelectrode array. Adapted with permission.[54]
Copyright 2006, Springer Nature, Biomedical Engineering Society. b) Microwire electrode array for research purposes, made by Tucker–Davis Technologies. Adapted with permission.[80] Copyright 2009, Elsevier. c) Microwire array implanted for seven years in macaque monkeys. Adapted under
the terms of the CC-BY license.[10] Copyright 2010, the Authors. Published by Frontiers Media SA. d) Shallow probe made with materials found in the
extracellular matrix, such as collagen. Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY-NC license.[58] Copyright 2015, the Authors. Published by Springer Nature.

permits the creation of such hybrid interfaces, which
serve to reduce mechanical mismatch at the biotic/abiotic
interface.[47]
Rather than lowering stiffness of materials with microfabrication, another strategy for creating neuroimplantable
devices that better match the stiffness of brain tissue is to
directly use low-modulus conductive materials such as conductive polymers (CPs), microcomposites, and nanocomposites.[46] Such devices are usually fabricated by synthesis,
rather than with microfabrication. Researchers have experimented with using CPs, most commonly poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), instead of traditional platinum,
iridium, and tungsten electrodes for both electrical recording
and stimulation purposes.[67] Though many studies have
demonstrated viable recording electrodes made with PEDOT
doped with poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS), its limited stability sets PEDOT doped with paratoluene sulfonate (pTS)
as the preferred alternative for stimulation. Furthermore,
for the device shown in Figure 3f, PEDOT:pTS-coated platinum electrodes (dark) on PDMS substrates were shown to
have lower impedance up to 5 kHz and greater charge injection capacity in protein loaded medium (1.5–2.6 mC cm−2)
than bare platinum electrodes (light) on the same substrates
(0.05–0.07 mC cm−2).[67] In vivo electrode characterization
in a feline model showed greater charge transfer properties
in PEDOT:pTS compared to bare platinum, likely due to its
higher surface roughness. Another study explored the use of
silk fibers as a flexible, natural substrate material combined
with PEDOT:pTS electrodes to conduct electrophysiological
recording and localized stimulation in vivo in an embryonic
chick model.[79] The researchers created an array of four
280 µm diameter PEDOT:pTS-coated silk threads, where electrodes had an impedance of 1.8 kΩ cm−1 and an interelectrode
distance of 2 mm. With this technique, a novel gamma-band
oscillation was revealed in ECoG.
Conductive polymers show promise in improving electrode
impedance and charge injection capacity. Since CPs have never
been utilized in an FDA-approved neuroimplantable device, however, devices incorporating conductive polymers will require more
rigorous in vivo validation in rodent and nonhuman primate
models to assure material stability, biocompatibility, and chronic
implantation viability[27] in order to progress toward clinical trials.
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2.2. Shallow Probes
While subdural ECoG arrays, which lie on the cortical surface,
can only measure surface electrical impulses, shallow probes
enable intimate intracortical neural interfacing, recording,
and modulation. Since shallow probes can be placed in any
intracortical region, they provide a higher signal-to-noise ratio
for deeper regions of the cortex, complementing the surface
cortical measurements enabled by ECoG arrays. Shallow
probes are especially useful for interfacing with neurons in the
sensorimotor cortex for the study and treatment of neuromuscular disorders. Figure 4 exhibits the status of commercially
available, FDA-approved shallow probes as well as shallow
probes for research trials. The following section outlines several types of shallow probes. Starting with traditional siliconbased microelectrode arrays and microwire arrays, shallow
probes have progressed to flexible and chronically implantable
or more biocompatible form factors by using novel implantation procedures and microfabrication techniques applied
on biological materials. Such improvements have afforded
chronic implantation up to seven years[10] and reduced foreign
body response.[58]

2.2.1. FDA-Approved Shallow Probes
Researchers have been exploring shallow intracortical probes
since the mid-20th century, especially in an effort to create
functional neuroprosthetics which are capable of natural
motion upon receipt of signals in the motor cortex signifying
the intent to move. Commonly, these neuroimplantable devices
are referred to as brain–computer interfaces (BCIs). In the
1970s, a landmark study by Wise et al. reported the first Sibased microelectrode fabricated via a complementary metaloxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible process.[81] Since this
pioneering work, Si-based microelectrodes with microscale
precision, high repeatability, low unit costs, and various geometries are available and dominant in the studies of neural signal
recording.[82] The Utah MEA, as one typical example of such
a BCI, consists of a 10 × 10 square grid of 1.0–1.5 mm long
shank probes with 400 µm spacing.[83] As depicted in Figure 2d
and shown in Figure 4a, the tip of each shank of the Utah
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Array is metalized with sputtered iridium oxide or platinum
to enhance conductivity, while the rest of the shank is insulated with a biocompatible and pore-free polymer, parylene-C.
The shank length of the Utah MEA is inherently restricted by
the thickness of the starting wafer (2000 ± 25 µm thick), as the
vertical shanks are formed using a top-down wet etching process. The Utah MEA is limited, therefore, by its penetration
depth to record brain activity, and is thus primarily used for
recording neural signals from superficial cortical tissue. The
Utah MEA has been demonstrated both in nonhuman primate
models and humans.[82] A failure-mode analysis showed that
chronically implanted Utah MEAs have an average recording
lifetime of 12 months in rhesus monkeys, with the longest
successful recording time being 5.75 years.[12] Although Utah
MEAs have been shown to work chronically in the motor cortex
in monkeys, the relative stiffness of the Si shanks compared to
neural tissue results in negative foreign body response, such
as glial agglomeration.[46] Indeed, FDA approval for Blackrock
Microsystem’s Utah MEA allows for implantation in humans
only for a period up to 30 d.[13] Potentially longer implantation
periods could be enabled by the use of thinner, more flexible
probe materials, as is the case with microwire electrode arrays.

2.2.2. Nonclinically Approved Shallow Probes
Microwire Electrode Arrays: While Utah arrays must be microfabricated from a silicon wafer, microwire arrays are constructed by attachment of a collection of insulated metal wires
to a base for electrical recording. Extracellular electrical activity
recording for clusters of neurons via microwires has an established history, dating back to the 1950s.[3] Initially, metal wire
electrodes were used widely in many pioneering studies in neuroscience.[3] Typically, a microwire electrode array consists of
16, 32, or 64 metal wires used as unique channels. Each metal
wire is electrolytically etched to less than 100 µm in diameter
and encapsulated with biocompatible insulating materials, such
as polyimide,[10] parylene-C,[84] Teflon,[85] and quartz glass,[86]
except for at the tip area, which is used as the recording or
stimulation site. A broad range of metallic materials have
been investigated for the fabrication of metal wire electrodes,
including platinum, iridium, platinum–iridium, gold, stainless
steel, tungsten, and molybdenum.[1,87]
In a rat model, Ward et al. compared the performance
for several types of microelectrode arrays over a 31 d period,
comparing impedance, charge capacity, signal-to-noise ratio,
recording stability, and foreign body response for each probe.[80]
This study showed that the microwire array from Tucker–Davis
Technologies, Inc., (TDT) exhibited the lowest 1 kHz impedance with a mean of 0.87 ± 0.04 GΩ cm−2, compared to the
Utah array and Michigan microelectrode system. The TDT
MEA, shown in Figure 3b, consists of 50 µm diameter polyimide-insulated tungsten microwires. Interestingly, no failure
cases caused by broken connections, damaged connectors, or
lost headcap occurred for the metal wire electrodes during the
study period, indicating the stability and reliability of the TDT
microwire array in terms of products design and mechanical
properties. Despite the reduced adverse tissue response to the
metal wire electrode, only 30% of recording sites remained
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functional after 30 d of implantation, which was similar to
Michigan electrode system.[80]
The main benefit of the microwire array is the simplicity in
its manufacturing process. For example, Takahashi et al. demonstrate fabrication starting with etching a glass substrate by
sandblasting to fabricate a master mold and copying the patterns on the master mold onto a thick polystyrene plate.[88]
After tungsten rods are locked and fixed into the grooves of
the patterned polystyrene plate to form a single layer of aligned
electrodes, a 3D array is formed by stacking multiple layers
and bonding them with pressure and thermal treatment. Eventually, the recording sites on the tip area are exposed via electrodischarge and subsequent electropolishing process. Thus,
compared to the microfabrication process of Utah MEAs from
a thick silicon wafer, fabrication of microwire electrode arrays is
much simpler.
With microwires, however, just as with Utah MEAs, only
one recording site is located at the exposed tip of each shank.
Hence, increasing the number of recording sites for the
microwire array inevitably results in a larger footprint of the
overall device and more undesirable neural tissue damage.
Furthermore, due to the thin, usually bendable, flexible nature
of the wires, it is quite difficult to accurately and precisely position the microwires in the desired target location.
Nevertheless, one study has shown that a microwire electrode
array chronically implanted into the ventral premotor cortex of
a macaque monkey resulted in stable electrical recordings from
one-third of the electrodes for seven years.[10] The microwire
array, depicted in Figure 2e and shown in Figure 3c, consisted
of 64 (initially 100 mm long, and later cut to length), 12.5 µm
thick Ni–Cr–Al microwires insulated in 3 µm polyimide. The
unique implantation procedure of the microwire array, in which
the electrodes penetrate the cortex from the inner white matter
side, avoiding the pia mater and most blood vessels, along with
its extremely thin form factor, may have led to its success in
chronic, accurate electrophysiological readings. Such long-term
studies in nonhuman primates are crucial for proving chronic
biocompatibility of neuroimplantable devices and pushing
along neuroimplantable devices from the research phase to
clinical trials and then onto a commercial, FDA-approved status.
Biomaterial-Based Probes: Specifically to improve biocompatibility of neural interfacing methods, many of the recent
efforts in BCI research focus on methods of reducing the
foreign body response of neuroimplantable devices.[3,46] One
avenue of improvement seeks to match probe materials with
biofilms native to the brain, such as those found in the ECM,
primarily composed of laminin, fibronectin, and collagen.
Researchers have shown that a collagen-based intracortical
microelectrode (310 µm width, 2 mm length) can reduce
overall foreign body response in an in vivo rat model.[58] This
microelectrode, depicted in Figure 2f and shown in Figure 3d,
was fabricated with nanoporous platinum electrodes electrodeposited onto openings etched in 3 µm thick parylene-C,
which encapsulated 400 nm thick gold interconnects. These
parylene cores were then transfer printed onto 40 µm thick
collagen substrate and encapsulated with Matrigel. Upon
insertion into the motor cortex, the microelectrode softens
by hydration, with the Young’s modulus of hydrated collagen
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Figure 5. A summary of the Stentrode, an endovascular neuroimplantable device for electrophysiological recording from the cortex. a) Self-expanding
nitinol stent with platinum electrodes (yellow arrow), deployed from a 4F catheter (green arrow). b) Schematic showing the Stentrode placed in the
superior sagittal sinus (SSS) vein and representative electrical recordings from electrodes at different locations. c) Side view of the Stentrode postimplantation. White arrows point to electrodes. d) Progression of the Stentrode’s incorporation into SSS vessel wall over a period of four months. Adapted
with permission.[59] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.

film at ≈2.64 ± 1.1 MPa and of hydrated Matrigel at ≈450 Pa.
Implantation of the ECM-based probe can occur with the same
procedure as a silicon-based Michigan probe, since the dehydrated collagen device has a modulus value of ≈3.4 MPa and
a buckling force of 2.87 × 10−2 N, similar to that of a Michigan
probe (5.42 × 10−2 N). To prevent hydration-induced buckling
during implantation, an insertion speed of at least 300 µm s−1
is required. Histological assays of brain tissue after 16 weeks
of implantation (1.2 mm into the rat motor cortex) showed a
reduced astrocyte response, less glial scarring, and higher
neuronal density at the implantation site when compared to a
PDMS-based control microelectrode.
The use of collagen and other biologically available substrate
materials with dynamic hydration-based stiffness could lead to
more benign neuroimplantable devices that can utilize existing
implantation procedures for Si-based probes. However, thinner
and longer probe geometries required for deep brain interactions may result in mechanical failure of a biomaterial device
via buckling during implantation. Further studies are required
to determine the viability of using such materials for chronic
in vivo studies. Trials of these probes in nonhuman primates
are especially necessary for establishing device integrity during
the implantation procedure and functionality during chronic
placement in the brain. Such demonstrations are crucial in
order to proceed to human clinical trials.

2.3. Endovascular Probes (Stentrode)
Unlike traditional approaches to cortical surface electrical
measurements such as ECoG and shallow multielectrode
arrays, stent-based electrodes (Stentrode) query clusters of neurons via electrodes placed inside the brain’s vascular network,
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most often in the superior sagittal sinus (SSS), a vein which lies
in the large sulcal fold running across the center of the brain.
The Stentrode is depicted in Figure 2g and shown in Figure 5.
The first report of this neuroimplantable device demonstrated
a Stentrode implanted in the SSS, adjacent to the motor cortex
in the superior frontal gyrus.[59] The device consists of platinum
750 µm diameter platinum electrodes welded onto a commercially available nitinol stent and wired with 25 µm diameter
platinum–tungsten wires insulated with a 6 µm thick polyimide. The nitinol stent allows for the self-expanding nature of
the device, for which it can grow from ≈300 µm to 3 mm in
diameter. The implantation procedure is minimally invasive, as
the entry point at the external jugular vein requires only a cut
in the neck and slow guidance of the Stentrode into the target
location, where it incorporates into the vessel wall within 7 d.
It was able to achieve a 2.4 mm electrode pitch and maintained
signal quality for 190 d when chronically implanted into sheep.
The Stentrode, now a trademarked, patented device, has
rapidly evolved from its first scientific publication in 2016[59] to
preparation for pilot clinical trials in 2019.[89] Furthermore, the
Stentrode has also been shown to provide similar signal quality
(bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio) to conventional epidural
and subdural electrodes.[90,91] Four factors have likely led to the
Stentrode’s speedy progression along the FDA approval process: i) its electrode and insulation materials have been widely
established in commercial neuroimplantable devices, ii) its
technology involves very modest changes to the existing, FDAapproved stent that is commonly used to unclog blood vasculature, iii) its implantation procedure is a slightly modified version of catheter venal angiography, which has also been well
established in the medical community for decades, and doctors
regularly employ it in nonneurosurgical procedures, and iv) it
has been verified through many studies with high sample size
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to test the viability,[59] functionality,[91] and biocompatibility[59,90]
of the Stentrode. Notably, the background of the team responsible for initial publications on the Stentrode was extremely
diverse. Their first paper incorporated author backgrounds
from academic medical, physics, aerospace, mechanical, and
materials science departments, as well as surgical and veterinary hospitals.[59] Including a fusion of clinician, surgeon, veterinarian, and engineering feedback early on in the process of
neuroimplantable device development may have had implications for its rapid advancement from bench to clinic.
The Stentrode also holds promise for querying deep brain
structures, as the intracranial vascular system reaches the
depths of the hippocampus and subthalamic nucleus. Studies
are underway to devise inductive and capacitive methods to
power intracranial Stentrode wirelessly (near-field radio frequency (RF), ≈30 mm transmission depth, 500 mW input,
2% transmission efficiency) from outside the cranium.[92]
Such advancements would make this endovascular neuroimplantable device more promising, as no external, wired power
source would need to be installed or replaced, thus decreasing
its overall invasiveness and increasing its ease of use during
chronic implantation.

2.4. Depth Probes
Since their recording abilities limit their interfacing localities
primarily to the somatosensory cortex, ECoG arrays and shallow
MEAs are often employed for BCIs oriented toward neuroprosthetic applications. Depth probes, however, open up an entirely
new arena of subcortical, deep brain structures for neuromodulation. Neuronal querying, drug delivery, and optical modulation of these structures, such as the substantia nigra, amygdala,
and hippocampus, may ultimately help enlighten mechanisms
for many poorly understood afflictions that potentially have
a basis in altered brain tissue or dynamic neuronal genetic
expression, such as mood disorders,[93–95] anxiety,[96] depression,[96,97] and Alzheimer’s disease.[98]

2.4.1. FDA-Approved Deep Brain Probes
Development of depth probes for implantation into the human
brain began in the mid-20th century in the interest of treating
movement-related disorders, e.g. stimulation of the STN for
treatment of PD.[2,103] The DBS electrode, depicted in Figure 2h
and shown in Figure 6b, consists of a flexible 1.27 mm diameter
cylinder (coiled wire with polyurethane insulation) with four
stacked platinum/iridium cylindrical electrodes of 1 mm height
and 0.5–1.0 mm pitch (Medtronic, Inc.). Each active electrode
can emit a continuous spherical electric field radiating outward
at the stimulation site. Advancements in DBS electrode technology have seen large numbers of electrodes used to emit a
directional, rather than uniformly spherical, electric field, as
well as electrodes with multiple independent current control
(MICC), which allows for unique and simultaneous electrical
stimulation at different contacts.[103]
To create a closed-loop therapeutic experience for patients
with epilepsy, Neuropace has developed a commercially
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available technology that combines deep brain stimulation with
ECoG to detect shallow cortical neural behavior and respond
with asynchronous stimulation. In part due to this device’s
combination of two long-standing FDA-approved devices,
neuropace’s responsive neurostimulation (RNS) system was
successful in passing clinical trials and is now commercially
available.[17] Still, the RNS system was required to undergo premarket approval (PMA),[17] which is required for more risky,
Class III devices.[37] The popularity of DBS techniques has
nevertheless expanded quite rapidly, with over 40 brain targets
having been identified for treatment of over 30 disorders,
including depression, anorexia, and cluster headaches.[104]

2.4.2. Nonclinically Approved Deep Brain Probes
Michigan Probe: The Michigan Probe, depicted in Figure 2i
and shown in Figure 6a, is a microelectrode array in which
multiple channels are located on a single shank.[82] Depending
on the depth of targeted neurons, the length of a Michigan electrode can range from 2 to 15 mm. Due to the relatively large
length of Michigan probes, and their targeting of deep brain
structures, the authors will consider them in this paper to be
depth probes. Unlike the Utah MEA, which is fabricated by
out-of-plane processes, Michigan-style microelectrodes are wellknown examples of neuroimplantable devices manufactured by
in-plane approaches. The typical microfabrication process flow
includes a boron doping process to define the profile and thickness of the shank, a metal coating deposition on the bottom
insulating layer, and subsequent patterning to form recording
sites, interconnecting traces, and bonding pads via photolithographic techniques.[105] The top insulating layer is then
deposited, followed by exposing of the recording and bonding
pads via photolithographic techniques and etching processes.
Eventually, an anisotropic etching is carried out to release the
electrode using ethylene diamine pyrocatechol (EDP), as boron
doped p-type Si has slower etching rate than that of undoped
Si. Still, multiple planar Michigan electrodes also can be electrically packaged into a 3D array layout.
One benefit of the in-plane microfabrication process is that it
allows monolithic integration of the microelectrode with signal
processing circuitry that filters, amplifies, multiplexes and
digitizes the spike signals from neurons. Additionally, unlike
Utah MEAs and microwire electrode arrays, the increase in the
number of recording sites for Michigan probes does not significantly enlarge the footprint of the entire microsystem. It is also
feasible to create an innovative microelectrode with a high density of recording sites to better decode a wide range of human
brain activity. It was reported that a novel Michigan-style probe,
the NeuroPixels probe, arranged 384 recording channels and
960 titanium nitride recording sites (20 µm × 20 µm) on an
extremely thin needle shank (10 mm long, 20 µm thick, and
70 µm wide).[60] The NeuroPixels probe is available for purchase by the research community for use in preclinical trials.
Research generated by this probe from research groups around
the world could be a path toward a clinical application.
In a separate case, Michigan electrodes were found to consistently and reliably provide high-quality spike recordings over
extended periods of time lasting up to 127 d with 13/14 (93%)
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Figure 6. A summary of depth probes representing various form factors, functionalities, and material choices. a) Michigan-style NeuroPixels probe.
Inset shows zoomed-in tip of the NeuroPixels probe, with checkered TiN electrodes on a silicon substrate. Adapted with permission.[99] Copyright
2019, Interuniversitair Micro-Electronica Centrum (IMEC). b) Deep brain stimulation probe available from Abbott. Circular inset shows close-up of
directional leads. Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY license.[100] Copyright 2018, the Authors. Published by Frontiers Media SA. c) Miniaturized
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of the devices remaining functional in ten rodents throughout
the assessment period.[106] In addition, rabbit and nonhuman
primate models have been implanted to test surgical techniques
and in vivo functionality.[107] The recorded electrophysiological
signals showed high signal-to-noise ratios for periods extending
beyond one month. Although the limited thickness of Michigan probes reduces tissue damage during implantation, their
rigid, fragile geometry based on silicon substrates combined
with their increased length brings new challenges of avoiding
mechanical failure during the surgical insertion process.
Conformable, Localized Deep Brain Drug Delivery: Since administering a drug-based therapeutic intervention, such as Levadopa
for PD, results in broad, unlocalized effects on the brain, DBS
does provide a unique alternative due to its localized delivery
of treatment, i.e., electrical pulses, at the location of interest.
However, continuous electrical pulses provided at a large
group of neurons (several cubic millimeter volume) can cause
patient-dependent complications with speech, swallowing, cognition, and mood due to relatively unlocalized stimulation.[103]
A potential alternative arises from a depth probe that bypasses
the blood–brain barrier (BBB) and delivers drugs to subcubic
millimeter volumes in the brain with sub-microliter resolution.
One recent example of such a device is the miniaturized neural
drug delivery system (MiNDS), depicted in Figure 2j as well as
in Figure 6c. It consists of a 75 µm diameter tungsten electrode
for assessing neuronal activity at the drug delivery site, two
30 µm outer diameter, 5 µm wall thickness borosilicate channels for drug delivery, and a 9 µm thick polyimide backing all
aligned inside a 200 µm outer diameter, 25 µm wall thickness
etched stainless steel Hamilton needle.[6] Histological assays of
neuronal tissue at the implant site after chronic implantation
of MiNDS in mice for eight weeks show that cell death and
glial response are limited to the tissue within a 500 µm radius
around the implant. MiNDS is mostly comprised of materials
(tungsten, polyimide, and stainless steel) which have been
empirically used in chronic neural implants since the 1970s
and which have been approved in several BCIs by the FDA.
In addition, the device has an areal footprint less than 5% that
of commercially available DBS electrodes by Medtronic, Inc.
MiNDS, therefore, exemplifies a neuroimplantable device that
could make a faster, smoother transition from the research
phase to clinical trials.

In a similar device, created ten years prior, which lacked in
vivo trials, researchers designed flexible microfluidic channels
and electrodes fabricated on parylene-C substrates to deliver
water-soluble drugs in an active manner and PLGA nanoparticles loaded with DEX in a passive manner. The device was also
meant to take electrophysiological recordings of neural tissue
while simultaneously delivering drugs.[108] Unlike the therapeutic drug delivery targeted by MiNDS, however, the purpose
of this style of drug delivery is to alter the neural environment
immediately surrounding the probe so as to reduce the inflammatory foreign-body response associated with puncturing of the
brain tissue. Furthermore, although the intent of drug delivery
was motivated by valid concerns of foreign body response, the
use of encapsulated microfluidic channels to deliver drugs
only secreted drugs at specific points near the tip of the probe,
whereas tissue scarring occurred along the entire length of the
implanted probe. Congruently, recent progress in therapeutic
drug delivery has attempted to use conductive polymers, but a
functional in vivo demonstration has yet to be realized due to
difficulty sustaining therapeutic levels of drugs and overcoming
the in vivo scar-tissue reaction.[109] The lack of in vivo trials also
lessens the impact of innovations in neural interfacing. Future
work in neuroimplantable devices for simultaneous drug
delivery and electrical recording may focus on conducting rigorous in vivo trials in rodents and nonhuman primates in order
to work toward FDA clearance for clinical trials.
Syringe-Injectable Neural Interfaces: A novel form factor for
accessing deep brain structures involves implanting an
ultrathin, mesh-like grid of electrodes into deep brain structures via a syringe. Using lift-off microfabrication techniques,
researchers have created macroporous mesh nanoelectronic
scaffolds made of silicon nanowires with nickel electrodes and
Cr/Pd/Cr interconnects, all encapsulated with SU-8 epoxy,[110]
a biocompatible material commonly used in medical implants.
Each of the polymeric ribbons making up the mesh is between
10–40 µm in width, and the final device thickness is less than
one micron. These scaffolds were further shown to incorporate
well with collagen, Matrigel, and PLGA to create hybrid bioelectronic interfaces upon which embryonic rat hippocampal cells
were successfully cultured for up to three weeks.
A follow-up study altered material composition of the mesh
electronics and utilized materials more commonly used in

neural drug delivery system (MiNDS). Depth probe for simultaneous drug delivery with nanoliter precision and electrical recording with pinpoint
micrometer-scale accuracy. Image shows L-MiNDS, or long MiNDS, with 10 cm needle length. Bottom right inset shows S-MiNDS, or small MiNDS,
with 1 cm needle length. Top left inset shows SEM image of MiNDS tip with drug infusion channels and electrode tip further zoomed in. Adapted with
permission.[6] Copyright 2018, AAAS. d) Thermally drawn, polymer-based probes. From left to right, top to bottom: distal end view of multimodal probe
for simultaneous drug delivery, electrophysiological recording, and optogenetic modulation; light profile of multimodal probe; multielectrode probe
with sacrificial polyphenylsulfone (PPSU) layer after first thermal drawing process; PPSU layer removed during second thermal drawing process; final
multielectrode probe after fabrication. Adapted with permission.[63] Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. e) Syringe-injectable mesh electronics. From left
to right, top to bottom: implantation of mesh electronics with glass syringe; mesh electronics inside tip of syringe, where the red arrow indicates the
end of mesh electronics within the syringe; mesh electronics ejected from syringe; SEM image of mesh electronics; biocompatibility tests of syringeinjectable electronics compared to a thin film probe show tissue healing and seamless integration of neural tissue with mesh electronics (all scale bars
are 100 µm). Adapted with permission.[61] Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. Adapted under the terms of the CC-BY license.[101] Copyright 2017, the
Authors. Published by PNAS. f) First in vivo wireless depth probe for optogenetic modulation. This polymer-based, wireless, multimodal depth probe
can conduct simultaneous electrophysiological recording, temperature sensing, and optogenetic modulation. Adapted with permission.[102] Copyright
2013, Springer Nature. g) Near-field wireless optoelectronics. From left to right, top to bottom: size of optoelectronics probe compared to human
finger, inset shows size and thickness comparison to United States dime; mouse with wireless optoelectronics seamlessly hidden under the scalp,
red light indicates device functionality; wireless functionality allows for studies with multiple subjects for novel social dynamics experiments. Adapted
with permission.[62] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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FDA-approved neuroimplantable devices. In these meshes,
platinum electrodes (20 µm diameter and 50 nm thick) and
Cr/Au interconnects (2–10 µm wide and 5/100 nm thick),
and SU-8 polymer ribbons (5–20 µm wide and 350–400 nm
thick) were used.[61] These sub-micrometer thick, centimeterscale mesh electronics, depicted in Figure 2k and shown in
Figure 6e, were later shown to successfully laminate to the
interior of the brain by uptake through a 100–200 µm inner
diameter glass needle syringe and subsequent delivery to deep
brain structures such as the hippocampus and the lateral ventricle. Acute in vivo trials were conducted in a rat model using
a 16-channel mesh electrode and five-week chronic histology
assays revealed greater biocompatibility compared to a control of the same thickness as the mesh electronics but with a
standard thin film form factor, likely due to ultralow bending
stiffness (0.087 nN m−1) and feature sizes on the order of single
neuron dimensions. During chronic implantation of mesh
electronics, tissue healing was observed four weeks after initial
scarring by the syringe and after three months, the mesh electronics seamlessly integrated with surrounding neural tissue,
with little to no remaining immunological response. Neurons
were found to penetrate through the macroporous mesh structure, demonstrating unprecedented levels of tissue integration
in neural probes.[101]
Despite the reduced foreign body response, syringe-injectable mesh electronics are susceptible to buckling and crumpling during insertion, which lead to lower accuracy of device
implantation in the specific target region of interest and
reduced time of device functionality, but this issue can be partially abetted by using a motorized control stage of the rate of
syringe withdrawal.[111] Syringe-injectable mesh electronics present a promising next-generation form factor with remarkably
high rates of biological integration. Likely due to the complicated, high precision, and motorized implantation procedure
that has not been used for FDA predicates, no current variations
of this technology is currently in clinical trials. An implantation
method that matches those used for common neural surgeries
or for implantation of commercially available neuroimplantable
devices would possibly push these mesh electronics closer to
FDA clearance.
Deep Brain, Multimodal Optogenetic Probes: While syringeinjectable mesh electronics present a novel form factor for
electrical querying of deep brain structures, optogenetic probes
present an alternative modality for achieving the functionality
of neuromodulation, including stimulation and inhibition.
These probes allow for high spatiotemporal resolutions such
that single neurons altered to express the light-sensitive opsin
channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) can be controlled by optical modulation of blue light (450–490 nm).[112] Since the first proof-ofconcept in vitro study conducted on rat hippocampal neurons
in 2005,[34] in vivo optogenetic neuromodulation has been
enabled by advancements in microfabrication techniques for
optical components such as micro-LEDs and waveguides.
Many of the neuroimplantable devices implementing optogenetic control in deep brain structures also tend to incorporate
other functionalities, such as electrophysiological recording
for neural probing during photonic stimulation.[113] The first
in vivo trial of a multimodal optogenetic neuroimplantable
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device incorporated an SU-8 waveguide coated with 200 nm
gold, tungsten–titanium metal cladding, microfluidic channels
for drug delivery, and electrodes on a polyimide–platinum–
polyimide (5–0.3–5 µm thick) substrate shaft.[114] The study
demonstrated the viability of microfabricated optoelectronic
neuroimplantable devices to manipulate behavior of inhibitory neurons in the rodent hippocampus.[114] In another study,
researchers created a quad-shank neural probe in which each
shank consisted of a 15 µm thick, 30 µm wide SU-8 waveguide
on a 20 µm thick, 30 µm wide glass cladding layer embedded in
a 30 µm thick, 86 µm wide silicon-on-oxide (SOI) substrate.[115]
The shanks, ranging from 3–6 mm length, each included eight
iridium contacts, with area 14 × 14 µm, for simultaneous electrical recording. The use of four shanks with different lengths
allows for neuromodulation in different locations within one
animal. This form factor enabled researchers to target early
stopping of seizure progression across neural tissue in different areas of the brain.
Another device, depicted in Figure 2m and shown in
Figure 6d, incorporating multimodal functionality (optical stimulation, electrical recording, and drug delivery) was created in
a novel, flexible form factor—a 200 µm diameter fiber without
the need for microfabrication.[63] The fabrication procedure
involves a thermal drawing process (TDP) using polymer, metal,
and composite materials. A macroscale preform of the fiber is
repeatedly heated and stretched into a fiber. Materials commonly used in medical devices, including polycarbonate (PC),
conductive polyethylene (CPE), and cyclic olefin copolymer
(COC), were selected for use in these preforms. Another 85 µm
diameter TDP-based fiber for electrical recording purposes was
constructed with poly(etherimide) (PEI) for insulation and tin
(Sn) for electrical contacts. The TDP process necessitates that
materials used in the same preform must possess similar glass
transition temperatures and melting temperatures, so care was
taken to choose functional materials of similar thermal properties, as well. The device demonstrated chronic viability in an in
vivo rodent model for two months. One drawback of the TDPfabricated functional neural fiber is that its active sites all lie at
the very distal area, limiting interaction with neuronal populations to a single site. Nevertheless, fibrous, flexible form factors
represent novel explorations of different fabrication techniques
like TDP that are viable for the scalable mass manufacturing of
neuroimplantable devices. These explorations are necessary for
early-stage academic research focused on creating new technologies, but would likely take an extended period of time to progress through the FDA approval process and reach the market.
Deep Brain, Wireless Multimodal Optogenetic Probes: Due partially to the promise of in vivo optogenetic research to uncover
neural circuits with high spatiotemporal resolution, the field
has naturally gravitated toward fully wireless modulation and
measurement for acceleration of these technologies toward
clinical applications. The first such device is an RF-based
wireless, flexible, multimodal depth probe capable of simultaneous electrophysiological recording, temperature sensing, and
optical modulation of neurons.[102] The multifunctional system,
shown in Figure 6f, consists of four different active layers: i) a
20 µm × 20 µm Pt electrode for electrical recording or stimulation, ii) a microscale inorganic photodetector (µ-IPD), which
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is a 1.25 µm thick, 200 µm × 200 µm silicon photodiode,
iii) four microscale inorganic LED’s connected in parallel, and
iv) a Pt serpentine resistor used as a precision temperature
sensor or heater. The layers are attached to each other using
500 nm thick layers of epoxy. These layers are attached with
a bioresorbable adhesive based on purified silk fibroin, which
allows for removal of the microneedle after implantation of
the depth probe. This microfabricated RF-based optogenetics
device and its successful operation for up to four weeks represent a novel stride into closed-loop wireless optogenetic modulation for expediting the adoption of optogenetics technologies
in clinical applications.
To improve further upon wireless optogenetics, researchers
have even progressed to create a fully near-field wireless, flexible
optoelectronic neuroimplantable device that can be hidden subdermally after implantation.[62] The device, depicted in Figure 2l
and shown in Figure 6g, consists of a flexible near-field communication (NFC) coil connected by serpentine interconnects to a
80–130 µm thick × 350 µm wide injectable needle, which has a
microscale inorganic LED (µ-ILED, 270 µm × 220 µm × 50 µm)
at the tip for optical stimulation. Importantly, the serpentine interconnects allow for independent movement of the
probe tip and the NFC coil, so as to minimize internal micro
motion-related scarring with rodent movement during in vivo
trials. The NFC coil consisted of thin film copper, 5 µm thick
parylene-C and 0.5–300 µm thick PDMS barrier layers, and
surface-mount chips and another µ-ILED for status indication,
all on a flexible 75 µm thick polyimide substrate. The device
was chronically implanted in mice for eight weeks, and in vivo
studies demonstrate the ability to provide wireless stimulation
to dopaminergic neurons in the nucleus accumbens and ventral
tegemental area for promotion of reward-based reinforcement
behaviors.
One advantage of creating such fully wireless neuroimplantable devices is that they allow for new types of scientific experiments. For example, the battery-free, untethered, lightweight
device described above can be used to observe the behavior
of multiple animals at once. Another study demonstrated that
such wireless optogenetic devices can also interface with the
motor cortex, spinal cord, and peripheral nerves in the arms
and legs in in vivo rodent models.[116] Despite these devices’ use
of copper, which is not biocompatible with bodily tissue, the
double insulation in parylene-C and polyimide ensures that no
interaction between bodily tissue and the NFC coil can occur.
Such nonporous insulation is critical for chronic neural interfacing—especially for conformable, wireless neuroimplantable
devices that use potentially harmful materials such as copper—
so as to prevent toxic biological reactions and device damage in
vivo.

2.5. Neural Dust
In the same vein of research efforts, a wireless neuroimplantable device that blends in seamlessly with brain tissue has been
pursued in research for several years now. As a step toward
realizing that goal, neural dust proposes an ultrasonic backscatter wireless paradigm for electrophysiological recording of
nervous tissue. Ultrasonic energy is safe for use in the body at
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most frequencies and power levels, and it has medical precedents. So far, neural dust has only been demonstrated in vivo in
the peripheral nervous system, specifically the sciatic nerve, in
a millimeter-scale device.[46,117] The neural dust “mote” consists
of a 50 µm thick polyimide flexible printed circuit board upon
which a piezocrystal and custom transistor are attached using
conductive silver paste to aluminum wirebonds and conductive
gold traces (Figure 7).[28]
Ultrasonic energy attenuates less than electromagnetic
(EM) radiation in tissue;[28] however, the cranial bone dampens
ultrasonic waves considerably through absorption, reflection,
scattering, and mode conversion.[119] Furthermore, since the
acoustic domain typically operates in lower frequencies than
the EM domain, and because sound travels slower than light,
bulkier materials are required to resonate at ultrasonic frequencies. Shrinking the piezocrystal would, therefore, degrade the
signal-to-noise ratio of the backscatter link.[117] While neural
dust provides a step toward a desirable form factor, much work
remains to be done to achieve further miniaturization of a wireless neuroimplantable device that can accomplish transcranial
communication and power transfer at safe energy levels.

3. Implantation-Related Risk Factors
As covered in Section 2, many of the functional properties
and risk factors associated with neuroimplantable devices
stem from material selections and form factor.[120] However,
the surgical protocols and methods for implantation, i.e., the
implantation procedure, have been shown to greatly contribute
to clinical safety concerns,[121,122] fidelity of interfacing,[123] and
efficacy of treatment.[123]
Historically, the implantation of neural probes—including
epicortical systems like ECoG, intracortical systems like the
Utah array, and deep brain systems like DBS—have required
the use of stereotactic craniotomy. In this procedure, the patient
remains fully awake under an anesthetic such as propofol, and
motor responses from the patient are used to guide the probes
to their target locations.[124] Inherently, a portion of the skull
is extracted to permit the insertion of probes. However, the
exposure of the meningeal layers to the outside environment
and to medical instruments results in increased risk of bacterial infections. A study by Kourbeti et al. (2015) found that the
main infection-associated risk factors during the implantation
process were meningitis (4.8% of cases) and gram negative bacteria such as Acinetobacter and Klebsiella spp. (44% of cases).[125]
Additionally, ventilator-associated pneumonia was the most
common infection in the study population. Implicitly, an open
skull craniotomy is a factor that renders traditional neuroimplantable devices disadvantageous compared to novel devices
discussed in Section 2.
An important paradox arises for neuroimplantable
probes requiring traditional implantation procedures. Since
implantation for neural interfacing often requires the use
of stiff materials with high Young’s modulus, the issue of
mechanical mismatch with neural tissue is difficult to avoid.
Specifically, the viscoelastic and inhomogeneous properties of
the neural tissue make the mechanics of probe insertion a complex process, in which device materials, dimensions, stiffness,
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Figure 7. A summary of neural dust. a) Conceptual explanation of ultrasonic backscatter mechanism for wireless transmission of electrophysiological recordings taken in vivo, by which a piezocrystal modulates the
backscattered signal sent to a receiver outside the brain. Adapted with
permission.[118] Copyright 2018, M. Maharbiz. b) Neural dust mote shown
on the sciatic nerve in vivo. Adapted with permission.[28] Copyright 2016,
Elsevier.

sharpness, and target location in the brain must be carefully
considered.[126] For example, as evidenced by the use of collagen
for substrate material, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, materials
with a low Young’s modulus cannot be implanted without the
help of a stiff backing or dynamic altering of stiffness.[58] Just
as a flexible material like polyimide cannot penetrate a jellylike substance as easily or as precisely as a needle, so too do
neuroimplantable devices based on highly flexible materials or
biomaterials require temporary stiffening during implantation.
This dynamic stiffness can be achieved by using materials that
naturally change stiffness when transitioning from dehydrated
to hydrated conditions—such as collagen,[58] poly(vinyl acetate)
(PVAc),[127] PEG,[128] silk,[129] carboxy-methylcellulose,[130] and
sucrose gel[131]—or upon removal of a temporary, pressurized
liquid stiffening agent such as gallium.[132] Besides designing
probes with materials of tunable stiffness, another method
for implantation of flexible probes utilizes a stiff “shuttle” for
delivery of the probe to the target location. This stiff shuttle can
either be removed immediately after implantation[26] or, if bioresorbable materials are used, can dissolve seamlessly into neural
tissue with time.[51,133–135] Materials engineering, and especially
the implementation of dynamic stiffness during implantation,
is necessary for creating new interfaces that can achieve both
reliable implantation and improved biocompatibility.
Generally, new developments in probe architecture and
delivery mechanisms have permitted less invasive modes of
implantation, reducing potential factors that could lead to infection. Stentrode delivery, as mentioned in Section 2.3, has provided one avenue for transcranial recording without the need
for a craniotomy, since implantation involves a catheter-based
venography started in the jugular vein and guided into cerebral
veins.[59] Additionally, syringe-injectable mesh electronics,
detailed in Section 2.4.2, can be implanted with a less invasive
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transcranial procedure, through the use of a hypodermic
needle, loaded with the mesh. After injection of the mesh
into the target area of brain, the needle is removed, and tissue
analysis indicates healing over time.[101,136] Others have further speculated whether a structurally analogous mesh can be
injected intravenously, but in a region outside of the brain’s vasculature.[137] Such a method, if possible, would reduce exposure
of the meningeal layers to the outside environment, lessening
the risk of infection or scarring.[138] New wireless modalities
such as neural dust, as described in Section 2.5, if further miniaturized and implanted in the central nervous system, have the
potential to further reduce implantation-related acute risk factors by bypassing conventional stereotactic open-brain surgery
altogether.[117] Thereby, novel form factors—such as syringeinjectable mesh electronics, Stentrode, and neural dust—and
novel functionalities such as wireless communication, de-risk
not only the downstream consequences of mechanical mismatch and chronic usage, but also those associated with the
acute procedure of placement.
Following implantation, the stability of neural devices depends
on risk factors related to mechanical device design[46,47,139] and
biological foreign-body response.[46,80,140,141] As examined in
Section 5.2, neural probe failure is most often mechanical in
nature, whether as a result of interconnect failure,[139] cracking
or breach of the encapsulation,[46,142] or electrode corrosion.[143]
Such failures are the primary cause of FDA recalls for neuroimplantable devices, as discussed in Section 5.3. More detailed
information on mechanical failure modes of neural probes can
be found in relevant literature.[46,139,140] Biological failure modes,
such as BBB breach,[144] glial scarring,[49,80,140,145] and tissue
micromotion,[49] are discussed in detail in Section 4.

4. Biological Risk Factors Inherent to Regions
of the Brain
Material selection, functionality, form factor, and implantation
procedure have strong implications for the long-term use of neuroimplantable devices in biological tissue. Due to the intrinsic
heterogeneity of the brain, risk factors for infection vary based on
the type of device as well as the region of the brain that undergoes
physical disruption as a result of implantation. The range of acute
adverse effects related to the implantation of neural probes consists
of infections, disruption of blood and CSF circulation, and tissue
scarring.[139] Each layer of the human central nervous system presents unique considerations for engineering biocompatible materials in order to create conformable neuroimplantable devices.
Figure 8 illustrates the relevant layers of brain tissue, the
placement electrodes at varying depths, and local biological risk
factors for each region. Different probe types—such as MEAs,
ECoG systems, and depth electrodes—as well as their materials
present unique challenges to the development of devices with
low failure rates and long operating lifetimes.

4.1. Meningeal Risk Factors
All penetrating electrodes are implanted to record from areas
in the cortex or the deep brain, which requires puncturing of
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the meningeal layers. The meninges are three membrane-rich
layers just below the surface of the skull, known as the dura,
the arachnoid, and the pia layers.
The uppermost meningeal region is the dense and fibrous
dura mater. Biological risks in this area can be classified into
three major categories. Firstly, acute penetration of neural
tissue can result in trauma, including epidural hematoma
and cerebral edema.[150] Secondly, there is a risk of direct
infection of the dura, typically involving skin pathogens such
as Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus epidermidis.[151]
Thirdly, probes may be subject to direct cellular encapsulation, which results in lower SNR, dampening electrical
signals to and from the probe.[139] Finally, chronic implantation of neural probes cascades an inflammatory response
resulting in microglial and astrocytic agglomeration, common
to all of the meningeal layers. This inflammatory response

is often exacerbated by the presence of rigid metallic probe
materials such as silicon and tungsten (≈100 GPa), which
are stiffer than brain tissue (≈1 kPa) by seven orders of
magnitude.[140] The issue of mechanical mismatch between
neuroimplantable devices and neural tissue, therefore, causes
a host of issues. As discussed in Sections 2, 3, 4, the use of
low-modulus materials or materials with dynamic stiffness
for use as substrates in neuroimplantable devices could ameliorate the negative biological effects of chronic neural probe
implantation. Furthermore, these materials could be used to
create conformable or mesh-like form factors that improve
biocompatibility.
Below the dura mater is the arachnoid mater, characterized by a fine and brittle web-like morphology. Here, a major
risk factor includes meningitis, which is common to both the
arachnoid mater and the pia mater. Additionally, the major CSF

Figure 8. A depiction of surface brain layers showing probe placement and risk factors associated with each region. a) A cross sectional diagram of
the human scalp, skull, meninges (including the dura, arachnoid, and pia layers), and cortex. Different systems for invasive neural interfacing are
shown including epidural/subdural ECoG, a multielectrode array (Utah, Michigan, Microwire), and depth electrodes (DBS and MiNDS). b) A diagram
of generalized biological risk factors shown for each layer of the meninges and for the human cortical tissue. As shown, infections occur primarily in
the meninges with common skin infections being prevalent in the dura layer,[146] generalized encephalitis and meningitis occurring in the arachnoid
and pia layers,[147] and only rare intermittent infections occurring within the cortex.[148] Damage to vasculature is primarily regionalized to the subarachnoid space while damage to neurons occurs in the cortex.[139] Inflammation and agglomeration of microglia and astrocytes occurs in meningeal
as well as cortical layers.[149] Dampening of electrical output through meningeal encapsulation of the probes occurs primarily in the dura mater.[139]
Figure not to scale.
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and blood vasculature is primarily localized in the subarachnoid space,[139] which can be punctured during implantation
due to the use of sharp, high aspect ratio probes such as MEAs
and depth probes. This results in a number of failure cases
including CSF leaking, hemorrhaging, and hematoma.[150] One
study found that, in the case of rigid multielectrode arrays,
analysis of 60% of the electrode needles showed signs of hemorrhaging after short term implantation due to initial trauma of
probe penetration through the brain vasculature.[140]
The region of the meninges closest to the cortex is the thin
and delicate pia mater. Infection of the pia layer resulting in
inflammatory reactions, such as meningitis, is common, as is
encephalitis.[139] In addition, penetration and tearing of the pia
during implantation has been shown to result in increased risk
for intracerebral infection.[152] Novel form factors and materials
for miniaturized, next-generation neuroimplantable devices
have reduced the inherent risk to the meningeal layers, since
smaller feature sizes minimize of tearing and puncturing of
tissue, as discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2. Intracerebral Risk Factors
Intracerebral infections of the brain, which include both grey
matter infections and those in deep brain regions, are exceedingly rare, though they should be taken into consideration when
making design judgments with regards to DBS and other deep
brain implants.[148] Most of the case studies on infection factors
in the deep brain are concerned with bacterial infections due to
poorly sterilized probes[148] or puncturing of the pia mater.[152]
More important to the inherent risks of deep brain implantation is the migration of probes from their target sites, with
an average distance of migration of 0.4 mm.[153] In one study,
postoperative follow-up analyses of migration determined that
approximately 12% of patients had leads which migrated more
than 3 mm from their implantation sites, resulting in complications such as reduced stimulation efficacy.[153] Furthermore,
neural damage due to implantation-related trauma, as discussed
in Section 3, and rigidity of probe forms, as discussed in
Section 2, is an additional issue.[140] It is possible that improved
material properties for lead fixation at the target site—including
rigid nanostructures,[154] reinforced silk scaffolds,[129,155] and
hydration-dependent stiffness[52,58,127,128,130,131]—may help to
reduce such risks.

4.3. Biological Risk Factors in Relation to Probe Type,
Form Factor, and Material Selection
The risk factors described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are directly
related to the design and fabrication of devices such as silicon
microelectrode arrays, Stentrode, and depth systems such as
DBS and MiNDS, intended for chronic use.
Due to their planar and flexible form factor, ECoG arrays,
which are implanted subdurally or epidurally, do not penetrate the cortex and, therefore, generally avoid disruption to
cerebrospinal fluid and intracranial arteries. These devices
have been shown to result in less inflammation than electrodes with that penetrate neural tissue.[146] Additionally,
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relatively few cytological changes consistent with an inflammatory response are seen in ECoG arrays in the dura and pia
maters.[146] Though dural thickening and fibral encapsulation has been observed in nonhuman primates for epidural
ECoG arrays, this does not significantly inhibit long term
recording.[146] A further study concluded that out of 200 cases
of ECoG uses in human subjects, only two faced complications related to surgery and only eight patients experienced
perioperative complications such as hardware-related infections and hematomas.[22]
Penetrating electrodes such as microwires and silicon-based
arrays, due to their often rigid materials choices and sharp form
factors, are known to cause increased accumulation of microglia and astrocytes around the implantation site,[140] continual
local inflammation,[156] and progressive local neuronal degeneration.[157] Additionally, this risk factor causes the decline of
the signal-to-noise ratio of the probe’s electrical output.[12,158–160]
A ten-year study conducted at the University of Oslo found
approximately a 5% infection rate after DBS implantation,
most of which were associated with skin bacteria such as
S. aureus and S. epidermidis. Most of these cases were linked
to implantation or replacement procedures of the implanted
pulse generator rather than the chronic duration of intracranial
placement.[151] Though novel interfacing tools often have less
longitudinal health data, they offer hypothetical advantages over
the existing state-of-the-art. For instance, advances in the development of Stentrode implants have mitigated chronic local
inflammation of neural tissue by avoiding direct contact with
cortical neurons and instead targeting neural vasculature.[59]
Injectable mesh electronics have also demonstrated low neural
damage and glial response due to their planar, macroporous
morphology. Neural dust has not been widely used in CNS
applications and provides minimal continual contact with the
meningeal layers or subarachnoid space. Encapsulation of
these devices may help to further improve their performance.
Encapsulation of other form factors, such as the planar ECoG
with silicon carbide has been demonstrated to improve biocompatibility and device longevity.[120]
Material selection plays a crucial role in the response of
brain tissue toward implanted devices. Transition metals such
as tungsten and silicon have relatively high rigidity and poor
biocompatibility, which is primarily the result of corrosion.[161]
To surmount this concern, metal electrodes are encapsulated
with materials such as parylene-C, Teflon, and polyimide,
which significantly reduce scarring, infection, and inflammation in neural tissue. As explored in Section 2, a further reduction in biological response has been achieved through the use
of biomaterials which mimic the mechanical properties of
the ECM.[58] These biomaterials include collagen, PEG hydrogels, and Matrigel. Less glial response was demonstrated with
devices masked from the typical inflammatory pathway through
the use of biomaterials described above.
Current and future neuroimplantable devices face a wide
assortment of biological risk factors from the heterogeneous
environment of the CNS. Despite these challenges, careful
device design, materials choices, and implantation procedure
can aid in the creation of hybrid neural interfaces that reduce
adverse tissue response, decrease the frequency and severity of
infections, and improve device lifetime.
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5. Navigating the Regulatory Landscape
of Neuroimplantable Devices
Regulatory agencies have established metrics to determine
whether specific devices are reasonable for commercialization through parameters congruent to those discussed in Sections 2, 3, 4, including functionality, form factor, implantation
procedure, and material selection. Among these agencies’
regulatory processes, evaluation by the US FDA is considered
a well-accepted standard. In this section, we i) discuss the US
FDA regulatory environment and clinical approval process
with regards to the unique challenges of neuroimplantable
devices, ii) describe relevant screening for appropriate safety
and efficacy, iii) relate clinical data to our earlier discussion of
materials choices, and iv) summarize relevant failure points of
market-approved devices.
The US FDA has set up three categories based on the level
of control necessary to assure the safety and efficacy of neural
interfaces. The classification system also considers both the
intended use and evaluates the risk posed to the patient. A
Class I device, having the lowest risk, requires only general
controls such as registration, device listing, labeling, manufacturing standards, reporting, and sterility. A Class II device,
having moderate risk, requires additional “special” controls in
addition to the general controls, specific to the device design.
Both classes can have exempt cases with limitations. A Class III
device, having the greatest risk, generally requires PMA, which
necessitates the collection of clinical data, satisfying minimal
standards of safety and efficacy. In the case that the device is
substantially equivalent to an FDA approved device and a PMA
has not been called for, a 510(k) filing provides a pathway to
market without the need for clinical data.[39]
In considering the optimal path to market for neurological
device manufacturers, parameters such as functionality, form
factor, implantation protocol, and material choices should be
considered as part of the preclinical planning process. With the
unique challenges presented through the advent of neuroimplantable devices, the FDA has typically approached its regulatory role with the classification of all transcranial tools in the
high-risk Category III.[162] While the inherent risks posed by
the rigorous and long approval in Category III devices can be a
deterrent for technological development in the preclinical stage,
a consideration of the risk factors and predicates considered
by the FDA in the course of product evaluation can provide an
ideal path to market in terms of reduced approval times and
fewer regulatory hurdles.

5.1. FDA Regulatory Pathways in Relation to Probe Type,
Form Factor, and Material Selection
As the device is implanted at greater depths into the brain,
from extracranial to intracerebral, an increasing portion of the
neural structure is exposed to disturbance or potential damage,
which poses a higher risk to the user as described in Section 3.
Though de novo devices in Class II and III must often
proceed through the FDA process by gathering clinical
data, many devices (up to 90% in Class I) are exempt from
this requirement due to the filing of a 510(k)-submission
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demonstrating a substantial equivalence to an existing postmarket FDA regulated device.[162] This determination of
substantial equivalence is typically based on bench testing,
the use of FDA consensus standards, and data from prior
animal trials. One regulatory path used by de novo implantable devices has been the humanitarian device exemption
(HDE), which is primarily targeted toward orphan diseases
not affecting more than 4000 cases annually in the United
States of America. The primary advantage of an HDE is that
the “efficacy” requirement is suspended from the approval
process. This process has been used previously to expedite
the path to market for neuroimplantable devices.[163] This
trend is well reflected in the classification of various devices
targeted to the central nervous system. For example, the noninvasive EEG electrode poses few risks to users and is classified as Class I device.[162]
An ECoG electrode, which sits on top of the cortex, is classified as a Class II device.[164] Though it does not contain components which penetrate the cortex, it nonetheless requires a
more invasive procedure than an EEG requires for implantation, namely an open craniotomy, thereby necessitating a
higher classification.
Depth electrodes and shallow probes such as DBS or
multielectrode arrays, are considered to be of the highest risk
and, thus, are typically classified as Class III.[164] This is due
to the invasive nature of the implantation, which requires an
open craniotomy, and concerns about the long-term stability of
deeply penetrating electrodes.
As described in Section 2, the FDA has approved a number of
neural interfacing devices with predicate materials such as tungsten,[14] stainless steel,[14] silicon,[165] polyimide,[14] and paryleneC,[15] amongst others. Given that biocompatibility requirements
have been demonstrated for all predicates, a path for expedited
approval can be achieved through incorporation of these materials into new probe designs. Furthermore, fabrication protocols
which encapsulate the final device in an FDA-approved flexible
substrate reduce local inflammation and, subsequently, may not
require additional biocompatibility screening.
For example, in 2011, the FDA approved a new version of
the Blackrock microsystems Neuroport brain computing interface.[13,164] This was an amendment on a predicate Neuroport
system, which had prior approval. Though the system added a
number of new features including support for ECoG, electrooculography (EOG), and EEG, the lack of any substantial changes
to the probe layout and the coating materials did not necessitate
additional biocompatibility or safety testing in model animals
or in humans. Additionally, this allowed the system achieve
approval for longer implantation periods, once again without
the need for additional testing. In this case, the new device was
approved for an implantation lifetime of 30 d.[13] A consideration
of predicate materials and designs can be a valuable consideration in accelerating the path to market for a commercial system.

5.2. Relevant Clinical Results Related to Mechanical
and Biological Risk Factors
Despite the risks associated with deep brain implants, direct
hazards—such as infection, continual inflammation, and
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hemorrhaging—occur relatively infrequently, as described in
Section 4. Clinical data has consistently concluded that the
majority of failure points in neuroimplantable devices are
fundamentally mechanical in nature. Third-party evaluations
by Barrese et al. determined that the primary failure points
of silicon-based intracortical arrays in nonhuman primates
occurred within the first year of implantation.[139] Specifically,
56% of the devices failed within the first 12 months and 48%
of the failures could be attributed to mechanical malfunctions.
Additionally, 83% of the mechanical failures were primarily due
to issues with connectors, rather than with the implants themselves. Biological failures accounted for 24% of the observable
terminations and primarily resulted from a meningeal reaction that abstracted the brain tissue from the array, reducing
the fidelity of recording, but without presenting an immediate
health risk to the end user.
In a retrospective analysis of data from a single medical
center on DBS on PD patients, conducted by Shanghai Jiao
Tong University, 41 cases of deaths were reported during the
16 years of follow-ups after implantation.[166] Among these lethal
cases, only 2 were due to intracranial hemorrhage, making up
0.4% of the total. Additionally, 22 (4.6%) cases of nonlethal, biological complications related to the probe material were reported,
of which 11 (2%) were cases of immune rejection and 9 (1.8%)
were cases of infection. Though neural probes present considerable risk due to the invasiveness of implantation, cases of death
from hemorrhage and infection are relatively uncommon.
In a study conducted by Mischer Neuroscience Institute
involving 728 patients with DBS electrode implantation,
the occurrence of hemorrhaging was 5%, among which the
majority was intraventricular (3.4%), and the remaining 1.6%
being intracerebral.[167] Additionally, the occurrence of ischemic
infarction, a sudden loss of circulation to a portion of the brain,
was 0.4%. By comparison, 1.7% of the failures resulted from
wound infections, 1.7% from probe malposition/migration,
and 1.4% from component fracture. 0.5% of cases resulted
from component malfunction and 2.6% from loss of efficacy,
necessitating removal, were reported, making a total 7.9% of
hardware-related complications. While certain cases of acute
biological failures were present, the primary complication was
mechanical, due to form factor and probe material.
In the total product life cycle of FDA-approved intracerebral
stimulators for pain relief, all the reported cases (n of 6) are either
electrical (impedance) or mechanical (migratory) in nature. Similar trends can also be found for implanted subcortical electrical
stimulators. Of the 1012 reported device problems, more than
70% are identified as hardware-related (e.g., impedance too high
or low, battery malfunction or connection issues).[168]
For example, in the FDA summary of safety and effectiveness for the Brio Neurostimulation System, a Class III
implanted electrical stimulator for Parkinsonian tremors,
5 (5%) cases of infection and 4 (4%) cases of intracranial hemorrhage were reported out of the total of 101 stimulations.[168]
Although biocompatibility screening is highly advantageous for prevention of acute trauma, mechanical failures constitute the primary
failure point of medically approved neuroimplantable instruments.
Advances in probe design and fabrication may help to
address the mechanical failures that are predominant amongst
FDA approved devices. For example, novel flexible thin film
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materials such as polyimide and parylene used in the fabrication of shanks may help to alleviate fracturing and degradation
of the probe systems, decreasing power leakage by up to 80%[36]
and reducing neural damage fivefold.[131] Furthermore, the
inherent longitudinal degradation of shanks has been shown
to be partially alleviated by creating a hybrid neural interface
through the use of mechanically matched hydrogel coatings[49]
or through the use of substrate materials such as collagen that
naturally exist in the body.[58] Novel developments in probe
form and materials are poised to reduce mechanical and biological risks, thereby expediting medical clearance.

5.3. Primary Failure Points of Postmarket Approval Devices
Though devices routinely undergo in vitro testing as well as
animal and human preclinical and clinical trials, device recalls
are not uncommon in the postapproval environment. Based on
the potential risk level, the FDA has also set up a three-class
hierarchy for device recall. Class I recalls are considered the
highest urgency, while Class II and Class III recalls have appropriately diminishing risk profiles in terms of severity. Reasons
for recall of neuroimplantable devices include mechanical
failure of the mounting components,[169] abrasion to cortical
surfaces due to fracturing of electrodes,[170] malfunctions to the
recording equipment,[171] and software failures during implantation resulting in suboptimal placement of electrodes.[172]
Notably, few of documented recalls are caused by unacceptable
rates of infection or hemorrhaging of brain vasculature.
For instance, a Class I recall was filed in 2013 for the Activa
Dystonia Therapy Kit, a Medtronic, Inc., product, due to potential DBS lead damage caused by setscrew connect design.[173]
Notably, this recall due to mechanical failure is the only
recorded case on the FDA database for not only this specific
product but also for implanted subcortical electrical stimulators
in general. A Class II recall of the Integra Life Sciences Ojemann Cortical Stimulator, also filed in 2013, which concerns
potential nonintended voltage injury, was also caused by an
issue related to device design rather than biocompatibility.[174]
Additionally, most FDA device recalls are concentrated in
devices with predicates that did not necessitate additional clinical data during approval. Out of devices recalled between 2005
and 2009, 71% had been approved through a 510(k) filing by
demonstrating substantial equivalence to an existing device.[175]
In many cases, 510(k) filings provide an effective route to market
for devices with provable similarity to FDA predicates, creating
a faster turnaround time for life-altering therapies. Taking
mechanical failure points into consideration before market
approval, however, may reduce the risks of recall or operational
hazards to end users. Additionally, predicate-based acceleration
of de novo devices might miss important details, and precautions should be taken to prevent downstream risk of recalls.

5.4. Considerations for Materials Evaluation
in the Regulatory Process
Notably for industry engineers, there currently exists no single
set of FDA biocompatibility standards for long-term implanted
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devices; however, several existing standards documents overlap
with medical device testing guidelines and may be considered
in the design process.[39]
The FDA conducts unique in-agency research for determination of clinical viability of materials and establishment of testing
protocols for eventual use in the clinical setting. Specifically,
through the office of science and engineering laboratories at the
center of devices and radiological health (CDRH OSEL) research
program, the FDA has been conducting studies for the durability
of cortical implants under accelerated aging,[176] establishing systems for evaluating traumatic brain injury postimplantation,[177]
and studying vascular dynamics following electrode implantation.[178] Additionally, the FDA has partnered with the DARPA
reliable neural interface technology (RE-NET) program to help
determine the long-term safety and efficacy of neuroimplantable
devices.[39] The intended purpose of this collaboration between
OSEL and RE-NET is the creation of a common test platform for
independent testing of medical devices.
Concerning the use of materials, the FDA recognizes certain standards developed by third parties such as the international organization for testing and materials (ASTM). ASTM’s
international materials database provides information on how
different materials have been utilized in clinically approved
medical devices.[39] Materials which have been shown to be
biocompatible in predicate devices can expedite approval of de
novo device constructs.[39]
The factors considered relevant to biocompatibility assessment of materials and devices are cytotoxicity, sensitization,
hemocompatibility, pyrogenicity, implantation length, genotoxicity, carcinogenicity, and developmental toxicity.[38] The FDA
recommends a chemical assessment of the material prior to
clinical testing. A full description of the FDA approval system
as well as general biocompatibility guidelines for various probe
types can be found in Figure 9. Representative materials used
in devices that are currently approved by the FDA, as well as
their organization by class, is shown in Figure 10. A number
of clinical publications have determined the overall biocompatibility of known materials such as silicon,[179] tungsten,[180]
iridium oxide,[181] parylene-C,[182] and PEDOT.[183]

5.5. Regulatory Considerations for Incorporating Novel
Materials in Neuroimplantable Devices
Current advances in materials engineering and implantation strategies have led to the creation of conformable, hybrid
devices that have the ability to efficiently record and stimulate
neural tissue, deliver drugs transcranially, and resist biological
degradation and scarring.[1] Through developments of both
transcranial and peripheral sensory recording, far-reaching
applications—such as full motor restoration in artificial human
limbs and drug delivery which bypasses the blood–brain barrier—are entering the realm of possibility.[199]
Novel materials used for the fabrication of neural probes and
coatings are subject to FDA regulations in higher classes due to
i) the lack of predicate devices and ii) the unique challenges presented by these new material classes.[39] This has led to new testing
and evaluation criteria for the FDA prior to approval for market
use. For example, in situ polymerization of substrates used in
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neural probes require additional screening to control for cytotoxicity and cross-reactivity.[38] ECM-based thin films, such as collagen
scaffolds, have the potential to improve overall biocompatibility
and mechanical properties but due to a lack of a predicate, however, in vivo studies and cytotoxicity and oncogenicity standards
must be met for novel devices.[22] Although general guidance
documents exist, early communication with CDRH can help to
provide more targeted insurance of meeting compliance standards. Innovators can utilize the medical fellowship device program
(MDFP) and the critical path initiative (CPI) for early communication with CDRH.[200] The current regulatory environment provides
many hurdles for premarket technologies, but paths for expedited
approval exist and should be considered early in the research
process, in tandem with the design phase.[39] As described in the
above sections, a careful consideration the materials choices, form
factor, functionality, and implantation or delivery method is crucial, as these points are integral to regulatory pipeline.
For emerging companies in the field of neuroimplantable
devices, the paths to market will involve both engineering
and regulatory hurdles. Some strategies for navigating these
hurdles include i) seeking predicates within approved devices
through a 510(k) pathway and ii) pursuing the FDA innovation
pathway, which is designed to accelerate the submission process through an active engagement with the FDA review team
and senior science staff.[39] For intrinsically high-risk Class III
devices, the FDA encourages an iterative improvement process,
with an eventual target of approval and clearance to market.
More than 60% of original PMAs received major deficiency letters on initial FDA reviews for the past five years (this number
was 91% for year 2016), and more than 80% received final
approvals (89% for year 2016; 84% for year 2018).[201] Though
certain standards for biocompatibility and predicates exist, the
approval process is highly specific to each device, and, therefore, is judged on a case-by-case basis. As described above, early
communication with CDRH, appropriate selection of a clinical
path, and an iterative development pipeline should be pursued
for an overall quicker path to market.
Despite their interest in novel neuroimplantable devices, the
FDA does not currently have a regulatory pathway suitable for
nonclinical implantable technologies, whether for neurological
applications or otherwise. As a result, navigating nonclinical
paths to approval presents even greater challenges than the
standard clinical pipeline. Some in the medical research community have suggested addressing these challenges through
the addition of new regulatory classes to the current FDA environment. These new regulatory categories would be tasked with
the regulation of de novo devices for cognitive enhancement
and other nonclinical applications.[202] It is still unclear whether
a current path forward for a nonclinical tool exists within the
regulatory environment of the US FDA.

5.6. Global Regulation of Neuroimplantable Devices
Certain device manufacturers who have been interested in pursuit of targeting a global device market have inevitably come
into contact with different regulatory frameworks from Europe
to Asia-Pacific. Within the European union (EU), regulation
of medical devices is handled through the EU medical device
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Figure 9. An overview of the common regulatory pathways for neuroimplantable devices. New medical device submissions are assigned a class based
on their level of risk, their target diseases, and the existence of device predicates. Devices with predicates from Classes I and II may utilize the 510(k)
process of submission, which permits circumvention of the need for clinical data, but still requires standard general controls (including registration,
device listing, labeling, manufacturing standards, reporting, and sterility). Devices that target diseases with an incidence rate below 4000 cases may
utilize the humane device exemption (HDE), which requires both controls and collection of clinical data but is exempt from the efficacy requirements
for de novo devices. Higher risk devices without predicates or an HDE must pursue a de novo pathway, which requires adherence to general controls
and submission of clinical data demonstrating an appropriate standard of safety and efficacy. In the course of clinical data collection for novel materials
without predicates, the FDA recognizes biocompatibility standards,[38] including tests for cytotoxicity, sensitization, implantation, genotoxicity, carcinogenicity, pyrogenicity, and hemocompatibility. However, relevant assays for the establishment of these standards is not uniform for all probe types.
We demonstrate potential biocompatibility tests for various devices. For example, while MEAs and depth electrodes require screening for pyrogenicity
due to their contact with cerebrospinal fluid in the course of implantation, epidural ECoG devices do not. Stentrodes have continual contact with blood
and cerebrospinal fluid and, therefore, would potentially require hemocompatibility screening.

regulation (MDR), which has been in effect since 2017.[203]
Similar to US regulations by the FDA, the MDR is built around
a three class system with Class III medical devices posing
the greatest risk to consumers and Class I devices being considered the safest.[204] Most notably, the European approval
process operates through a network of decentralized agencies
among the EU member states.[204] Though many of the necessary premarket tests for safety and efficacy are similar between
the European market and the United States, there are differences in specific timelines and necessary data for renewal of
certificates and initial approval. In addition, there are specific
standards defined by each member state. Approval under either
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the European regulatory framework or the FDA does not necessarily imply an expedited path in other nation states. Despite
this, efforts by the U.S. Congress are underway to facilitate
approval of devices which have already gained approval in
Europe. Further complications to this process involve variation in the definition of what constitutes a Class I, II, or III
device.[205] Though general guidelines are similar, there is often
disagreement on the global risk of individual devices.
In Japan, regulation of medical devices is the responsibility
of the pharmaceuticals and medical devices agency (PMDA).
Unlike in the EU and US, the Japanese regulatory system
operates on a class system ranging from Class I to Class IV,
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Figure 10. A representative table demonstrating FDA-approved devices targeting the central nervous system, organized by FDA class, by the company and
name of device (as specified by the FDA), and by common substrate and electrode materials found within approved devices in each class. Representative Class I devices include the World Precision Instruments electroencephalograph (EEG) electrode[184,185] and the Integra Neurosciences ventricular
cannula.[186] Representative Class II devices include the Micromed cortical electrode,[187,188] the Ad-Tech cortical electrode (cable, electrode),[189] the Dixi
Medical depth electrode,[190,191] and the Nihon Kohden Corporation Amplitude-Integrated EEG.[192,193] Representative Class III devices include the Neuropace implanted brain stimulator for epilepsy,[17,194] the ReShape Lifesciences, Inc., neuromodulator for obesity,[195,196] the Medtronic implanted electrical
stimulator for Parkinsonian tremors,[32,197] and the Abbott Medical implanted electrical stimulator for Parkinsonian tremors.[197,198] Abbreviations: Ag:
silver, Au: gold, PDMS: polydimethylsiloxane, Sil-Rubber: silicone rubber, Pt: platinum, Ir: iridium, Si: silicon, Ti: titanium, PUR: polyurethane. Note that
this figure does not imply that use of a certain material will result in assignment into the stated class, and class designations are based on predicates and
are provided for reference only.

with higher classes being associated with higher risk to the end
user.[206] Though the Japanese process of approval is also distinct
and separate from that of the FDA, in recent years, attempts
have been made by the two agencies to harmonize standards
for approval to expedite medical device innovation.[207]
Despite the challenges involved, a steadily growing number
of devices for a wide array of clinical applications have made
their way to market.[201] Individuals, academic institutions, and
for-profit commercial entities must engage with both regulatory
oversight agencies and the public at an early stage of research
to best determine the paths to commercial viability.

challenges. Addressing these considerations and utilizing risk
management strategies is possible through the integration of conformable features, flexible geometries, and hybrid materials. Additionally, in the device design phase, early communication with
FDA regulators can expedite the path to market of de novo technologies. These next-generation devices will enable researchers and
physicians to better interrogate and perturb neural circuitry, shedding light on our understanding of neurodegenerative diseases
and opening paths to robust therapeutic cures. Collectively, the
improvements in neuroimplantable devices with advancements
in biocompatible materials, device form factors, and implantation
techniques will afford us new opportunities to explore the brain
and provide treatment strategies for various neuronal disorders.

6. Conclusion
This review summarizes the progress and ongoing challenges in
developing neuroimplantable devices—from the perspectives of
materials engineering, device implantation, associated biological
risk factors, and the FDA regulatory landscape. Development and
commercialization of novel devices is a daunting task for medical
innovators encompassing mechanical, biological, and regulatory
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